Atlas OEM components are “engineered-to-perform” EPS products manufactured to your precise specifications. We understand that your process depends on our products performing the same day after day, year after year. Each of our manufacturing facilities uses state of the art molding and fabricating technology to assure the most consistent materials and proprietary cutting technology to deliver precise thickness to fit your specifications.
ENGINEERED OEM SOLUTIONS

BENEFITS

- With locations nationwide, Atlas Molded Products can provide block and custom molded solutions with a variety of density and recycle content combinations to meet your needs.
- Atlas OEM solutions are manufactured under strict quality control standards to attain tight tolerances, smooth surfaces and consistent strength.
- Specialty materials are available upon request, including custom molded Arcel and graphite enhanced polystyrene (GPS).
- Atlas Molded Products has state of the art technology, including 3D modeling, prototyping capabilities, CAD and CAM systems.
- Atlas OEM products have a low global warming potential (GWP), zero ozone depletion potential (ODP), and are 100% recyclable at the end of their service life, providing an environmentally friendly solution. Visit EPSpackaging.org to locate a drop-off location nearest you.

APPLICATIONS

- Garage Door
- RV
- Patio & Sunroom
- Spa Cover
- Entry Door
- Cold Storage

*See separate Atlas brochure for lost foam applications.

See Atlas Molded Polystyrene Tech Data Sheet for a full listing of the physical properties.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRODUCTS VISIT ATLSMOLDEDPRODUCTS.COM